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It’s Evolution, Baby
How the emergence of gen Y in the
workforce is changing group benefits
by d av e J O n e s

ou’ve undoubtedly
read about the
youngest group in your
workplace: the 17- to
28-year-olds, known as
generation Y. While
Statistics Canada data from
2010 show they make up just
23% of the workforce today,
projections indicate that figure
will be 40% by 2020. As the
fight for talent intensifies,
employers that understand gen Y and
find ways to meet its needs could find
themselves at a significant advantage.
Gen Ys have grown up with the
internet and are comfortable with rapid
change. They demand convenience, expect
personalization and seek ongoing praise
and validation. World events occurring
during gen Y’s formative years—Y2K, the
dot-com bubble and 9/11, for example—
have played a role in creating a live-fortoday mentality.
But make no mistake: this is a smart,
hard-working, dynamic group that is
eager to succeed at the right job and has a
lot to contribute. Gen Ys have a strong
work ethic, as well as the ability to learn
fast and to adapt, making them highly
valuable employees.
Focus group research conducted by
Sun Life Financial, in partnership with
Ipsos Reid, sought to capture insights
into how the different generations—and
generation Y in particular—value their
group benefits. The research identified
four key areas where plan sponsors could
adapt their group benefits plans to better
appeal to gen Y talent.

1) Flexibility and control Gen Y employees
expect benefits solutions that reflect
their diversity and acknowledge their
individualism, and they are frustrated by
traditional uniform plans. While flexible
group benefits plans are a step in the
right direction, add-on solutions such as
health savings accounts and personal
savings accounts—or even DC plan
designs for group benefits—go further
in meeting their demands for flexibility.

responsive to communication through
the following media:
• text messages;
• emails (with critical information in the
subject line to differentiate the message
from spam and other junk email);
• visuals (pictures or videos); and
• social media.
Of course, these preferences apply not
only to group benefits communications
but also to all of an employer’s internal
communications.
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view manual claims—filling out paper
forms and mailing them—as an absurd
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